1. Page 14: “an relevant candidate” --> “a relevant candidate”
2. Page 19: “may effect” --> “may affect”
3. Page 19: “The timestamped data is then sent to the LBS” --> “The timestamped data is then sent to the LBS (Location Based Service)”;
LBS occurs the first time in the text of the thesis.
5. Page 30: “Proximity detection implies a scenarios” --> “Proximity detection requires a scenario”;
6. Page 34: “To sup up” --> “To sum up”
7. Page 46: “signifying significant” --> “indicating substantial differences”
8. Page 47: “This Chapter illuminates” --> “This Chapter outlines”
9. Page 81: “such geofencing” --> “such as geofencing”
10. Page 144: “desibe” --> “describe”